POTTY USAGE GUIDE

For More Information

Using the
Men’s RooM
Potty

For further reading, please contact your
local plumber or building maintenance
coordinator.
Not all potties are the same, but all potties deserve to be flushed regularly.

A guide to flushing

Committee for Potty Flushing

Committee for Potty Flushing

Restroom
Second Floor
First Stall
Ph: 515 -555-1234
Fx: 515-555-4321

Your Questions Answered
What is a Potty?



A potty is the thing in the bathroom you go
number one or number two in.



You should not go number three in a potty.



You should not go
“number three” in
anything, as going
number three is a
scary and unnatural, like fastmoving zombies
or Liza Minnelli.



Potties love to be
flushed. You should flush the potty when
appropriate.

What Doesn’t Go In a Potty?
There are many things that should not go in a
potty. Some of them are:
 Food — You should never place food in the
potty.



Mechanical devices. Avoid putting any mechanical devices into the potty.



Pets. Pets and other animals dislike being
in the potty. Adding pets to a potty may
cause the potty to malfunction.



Utensils (eating, digging, writing) usually do
not function properly after adding them to a
potty.



Quantum and other subatomic particles,
while sometimes already in the potty naturally, adding others may cause unforeseen
reactions with the potty or the contents of
the potty resulting in serious injury or death.
Do not add unstable quantum particles to the potty.



Water. Adding
additional water to
the potty may
cause potty malfunction. Avoid
adding outside
water to the potty.



The potty is designed to accept only certain types of paper.
Adding multiple types of paper (notebook,
construction, drafting, etc.) paper to the
potty may result in serious injury or death.

When should I flush the potty?



You should flush the potty every time you
use the potty.



If you discover that someone else has used
the potty and not flushed the potty already,
you should flush the potty.



If you discover that something that should
be in the potty is in the potty but no one has
flushed the potty, you should flush the potty.



When something that should not be in the
potty is in the
potty, but you
decide that it will
not be a bad thing
to flush the potty,
you should flush
the potty.

What Goes in the Potty?



Number one. You should always put number one in the potty. Putting number one
elsewhere is not part of the potty design.



Number two. Always place all of number
two in the potty.



Toilet paper.

Committee for Potty Flushing
Remember, always flush your potty!

